<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seminar/ Topic &amp; Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Date &amp; Time</th>
<th>Venue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1) Seminar:** From Intellectual Property to Cultural Property: Radicalizing Cultural Heritage?  
Professor Fiona Macmillan (Birkbeck) (part of the School of Law seminar series, at the invitation of Prof. Emilios Christodoulidis) | Wednesday 4 March  
1530 – 1700            | Melville Room, Main Building                |
| **2) Seminar:** Reasoning with Business Models: Categories, Technologies and Resources  
Professor Charles Baden-Fuller (Cass Business School, City University)  
(chair: Dr Sukhpreet Singh, CREATEe) | Tuesday 10 March  
1400 - 1500           | CREATEe Hub, 10 The Square                  |
| **3) Public Lecture:** Innovation and Intellectual Property: Experiments on Creativity  
Professor Christopher J. Buccafusco (Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago-Kent College of Law)  
(chair: Dr Kris Erickson, CREATEe) | Tuesday 10 March  
1730 – 1930           | Humanities Lecture Theatre, Main Building   |
| **4) CREATEe Open Afternoon**  
(CREATEe Project Posters Exhibitions, PhD Presentations, meeting the CREATEe team, LLM IP society & more) | Thursday 26 March  
1400 - 1700            | CREATEe Hub, 10 The Square                  |
| SYMPOSIUM COPYRIGHT HISTORY & POLICY  
**5) Public Lecture:** Copyright at Common Law in 1774  
Professor Tomas Gomez-Arostegui (Lewis & Clark Law School, Portland, Oregon)  
(chair: Dr Elena Cooper, CREATEe) | Thursday 26 March  
1730 - 1930           | Humanities Lecture Theatre, Main Building   |
| SYMPOSIUM COPYRIGHT HISTORY & POLICY  
**6) Roundtable:** What is the point of Copyright History?  
Prof. H. Abrams (Detroit), Prof. L. Bently (Cambridge), Prof. O. Bracha (Texas), Prof. M. Rose (California, Santa Barbara), Prof. Charlotte Waelde (Exeter)  
(chair: Prof. Hector MacQueen, Edinburgh) | Friday 27 March  
1000 - 1300            | Yudowitz Seminar Room, Wolfson Medical Building |
| SYMPOSIUM COPYRIGHT HISTORY & POLICY  
**7) Re-launch of Digital Archive:** Primary Sources on Copyright (1450-1900)  
www.copyrighthistory.org  
Dr Stef van Gompel (IViR, University of Amsterdam): Introducing the Dutch section  
(chairs: Prof. Lionel Bently, Cambridge and Prof. Martin Kretschmer, CREATEe) | Friday 27 March  
1300 - 1330            | Yudowitz Seminar Room, Wolfson Medical Building |